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In CI testing, the testing is focused and executed during the
CI process and orchestrated by CI tools. This approach
allows for rapid feedback, and by design, stops the
progression of the module if the minimum quality is not met. 

In the age of CI / CD enabled releases, test automation that
is triggered directly through CI / CD, has become an
integral part of the software development life cycle (SDLC)
due to the obvious benefits it brings along. CI/CD are a
series of steps that must be carried out in order to release a
new version of the software, in a transparent, fast and
reliable manner.

Automation thrives on the CI/CD pipeline, which is what
justifies the quick deliveries and even quicker feedback
loops. The keys to attaining highly effective CI/CD, however,
are test automation and continuous testing (CT). Although
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery are required
for rapid product releases, Continuous Testing ensures that
these releases are of high quality. 
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A CI pipeline that has automated unit test cases can be run
quickly. This would give the first level of feedback to
developers if their code has broken any of the unit test
cases. End-to-end (E2E) tests should also be linked into the
pipeline so that all E2E tests covering both internal and
external integrations may be done as part of an automated
workflow. The feedback can have intelligence built in to
proceed to the next stage only if all the tests have passed.
This allows the developers the opportunity to identify and fix
issues quickly.

Continuous testing within a CI/CD pipeline

Regardless of the approach, the most important thing is to
run automated tests frequently to discover and fix flaws as
soon as possible.
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Why integrate HyperTest with your
CI/CD pipeline?

HyperTest generates end-to-end tests through the network
traffic and tests an entire application, one service at a time
resembling an actual user journey. 
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Let’s look at the diagram below to understand how this works
on the application:

End-to-End (e2e) testing is a methodology used in the
software development lifecycle (SDLC) to test the
functionality and performance of an application under
product-like circumstances and data to replicate live
settings. The goal is to simulate what a real user scenario
looks like from start to finish.
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Throughout this user journey, HyperTest would have
monitored every user flow across all your services and
generated multiple end-to-end test cases. These e2e tests,
generally called as integration tests, test an entire flow
covering even those issues that are completely functional
and logical in nature, arising directly from the application
code like contract failures, data errors or plain simple
crashes.

The power of these integration tests is to not only catch the
most difficult errors coming straight from the application
code, but to also give developers the entire user-context of
the error, along with the user-journey. 

Sample user journey:

Let’s take a user, A. They log into their account [1] and browse
through the product Catalogue [2]. Then the user shortlists the
products and add the items to cart [3]. At this time, the cart fetches
the items’ information [3.1] from the catalogue and gets the price of
the products. Then, the user checks out of the cart [4] with the
chosen items, the items are fetched from the cart [4.1] and finally,
the payment is made and the order is placed [4.2].
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 Some benefits of integration tests:

Ensures that integrated modules work as intended
Detects errors related to the interface between modules
Helps modules interact with API’s and other third-party
tools
Typically covers a large part of the system, hence its
more efficient
Increases the test coverage and improves the reliability
of tests

The power of these integration
tests is to not only catch the
most difficult errors coming
straight from the application
code, but to also give
developers the entire user-
context of the error, along with
the user-journey. 

Now, imagine looking at an error with the entire ordered
sequence of steps inside a user journey. The fastest way to
resolve any such bug is to make devs see a bug-report as
soon as they push a new pull request or commit to Gitlab (or
any other version control system), and trigger these
integration tests of HyperTest from their CI tool like Github
actions, Jenkins, Bitbucket, Circle etc.



CI integration diagram
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All agile teams deploy code from their CI pipelines to keep
the process of release fast, transparent, with lesser risks and
completely automated i.e Build, Test and Deploy. 

How devs can sign-off their completely
tested commits in less than 5 mins

Integration tests, like the ones generated by HyperTest, can
be triggered from the CI tool by default, with a PR or a code
commit as the ultimate trigger. Let’s see how.

CI server receives a new Event

New pull request (PR) OR 
New commit on existing PR

Install app dependencies 
Download HyperTest CLI
eg: npm install

1.
2.

Deploy PR to remote
eg: https://pr-

242.staging.myapp.com

BUILD DEPLOY TEST
./hypertest start-new-test

--candidate https://pr-
242.staging.myapp.com

--wait-for-result

Build failed/
Merge blocked

Ready for merge/
deployment

PR review 
process

CI Pipeline with HyperTest
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Teams could have either one of the two deployment scheme:

Scheme 1: Where all PRs, small or large, have dedicated
deployments in the CI environment, the last one not
overriding the previous or,
Scheme 2: Single deployments where successive builds
override the previous ones

In either case HyperTest has a native CLI utility that
integrates with any CI tool like Jenkins, Gitlab CI, Bamboo,
CodeShip, Circle CI, Buildbot, Integrity, Buddy, TeamCity,
GoCD, Strider etc.
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When a PR is raised by the dev, their CI server would receive
a new event notification which would then let it build and
deploy the app. The native CLI utility of HyperTest is in
parallel notified of these events, making it automatically run
all the tests. 

These tests aggregated over real user-flows run within
minutes because traffic is de-duplicated to run only the
unique flows. The test reports are then sent to the respective
devs via Email / Slack / WhatsApp. Devs can then approve
or reject that particular build or commit (sign-off) in seconds
with that report that captures all the desired changes, and
the side-effects caused because of it in a single view.

In summary, HyperTest can integrated with any CI
pipeline, sitting as a testing tool as close to development
as possible, and flag any and every logical code error to
the dev helping him sign-off releases in minutes.


